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The Future of Home

Education hub

laptop sales spike

Khan Academy supporting educational activities at all levels

Approximately 12M students do not have adequate connectivity or

Internet access at home Encouraging efforts to close this gap

Teachers now have access to the analytics of education interaction new norms of feedback, insight and understanding

Major universities starting to offer 2-week crash courses (on Business Strategy in the Digital Age)

taught be top professors; approximately $500

Exercise hub

Online everything classes; so much Peloton competition

Fitness Studios & recreation of all sorts moved online

Largest Peloton streaming class ever; 23K participants -

with company's stock up 60% since mid-March

Yoga, indoor cycling and running are up 42%, 34% and 19%

respectively on a global basis

The daily steps of global citizens has decreased during the pandemic

Productivity hub

Herman Miller chairs

everyone needs an office

the ability to work from home is a luxury

Nutrition hub
Mail-order meal kits

Curb-side pick-up of complete meal plans

Communication & Social hub

Social messaging apps used to fill needs; Facebook usage surge

Growth of engaging and interactive outdoor space
- for various social activities

Verizon's network traffic has increased 1200% during the pandemic

Cultural & Religious hub
Streaming concerts, museum tours

Most in-person shared group experiences are canceled

Media Consumption hub

"Coronavirus ended the screen time debate. Screens won." NYT

Enough streaming media for how long?

Quibi until September

Some reporting that "they have consumed all of Neflix"

Music streaming to wearables and cars is down, consumption of podcasts is up as is the

popularity of "chill" and "instrumental" music

TikTok with 2 billion downloads just had the best quarter ever of any app (ever)

Biden: Trying to win the Presidency from his basement

Purchase / Retail hub

I buy online and you deliver (or) I pick-up curb-side

Uncertainty of long-term commercial

/ business leases

Tesla & WarbyParker just to showcase products, shape the brand and

take orders; Kia Stinger stores also now popping-up

Uncertain future of who invests in retail space and why (or how it is used)

no job = no pay = no rent payment = no

mortgage payment
therefore, more available retail space?

therefore, lower price per square foot?

Retail will continue to evolve from a quantity to a quality proposition. JGA

Etsy sellers pivot to produce and sell face masks. 50K sellers have sold at least 1 mask.

Medical consultation hub

Increased (approx +50%) demand in Tele-medicine

/ Tele-health services

including Mental Health and

psychiatric therapy consultations /

sessions

Much to be learned from

sophisticated China Connected
medicine infrastructure

Cloud-connected thermometers aggregating data real-time

24-hour medical monitoring via smart, cloud-connected bracelets

Fleet of delivery bots deployed in large building and arenas for efficient distribution

Some cleaning and disinfecting being done by robots

Sanitization & Disinfecting stations throughout at entrances, in garage, in kitchens and bathrooms

My home gets a virtual make-over

Consequently, we are all taking on new roles - like that of Teacher, Cook, Nutritionist, Coach, Entertainer and more

The Future of Vehicles

Could be the same as "The Future of Home" (above) with greater consideration

and accommodation of stationary moments

Vehicle Design

Sensor Enhancement

Personal temperature screening sensors in steering wheels and/or seats

Sanitization and temperature monitoring - prevalent in fire trucks

High-resolution thermal cameras capable of reporting intention & body

temperature of people inside & outside of the vehicle

In-cabin monitoring

Object & Activities

Who & the state of passengers

From Safety concern (drowsiness, attention) to Holistic interior

environment awareness

Environmental condition of the interior Sanitization, particulate level, odors, etc.

Adding confirmations from triangulated sources

UV-C cleansing module in the vehicle
YF and Chinese OEMs have solutions

More particulate, surface, air cleaning systems coming

Auto sanitizing surfaces & space

Q: Will consumers believe it works? How to prove it?

Dealers already equipped (via Service Departments) to deeply

sanitize and disinfect vehicles; at drop-off and before pick-up Current Service steps during pandemic

OTA revenue generation via sanitization (feature suite) add-ons + upgrades

Nanofibers that are detecting particles in the air

Do our garages become UV cleaning zones (like Shanghai bus cleaning)?

UV cleaning robots deployed in PIT airport; carry-over from hospital cleaning tech

Phone as key with automatic doors on shared and rental cars

Gig-economy (delivery and transport) optimized personal vehicles & systems

Shift in reliance from global supply chain

and logistics to local ones

China's share of Global Production of

Motor Vehicle Parts is 30%

Vehicle Usage & Perception

Working from home and increase in deliveries = less of a need to own a car

Pre-virus: 55% of Gen Z felt that owning a vehicle is unnecessary

pre-virus: 464 cities & towns have designated car free zones

An increase in particulate pollution of just one microgram per cubic

meter could increase a COVID sufferer's chance of dying by 15%

Post-pandemic, the footprint of cars on cities will continue to be reduced

Already my vehicle is one of my "last personal spaces"; which evolves to "last safe personal space"

Back of minivan as new (sanitized) family event space w/

open hatch to see the sunset or mountain range
Return of the Drive-in movie theater (Yeah!)

The Miami Dolphin's Hard Rock Stadium

is now a 230 vehicle movie theater. Wow.

Drive-in (stay in your cars) raves in Schuttorf, Lower Saxony

Electric vehicle awareness, understanding

and increased interest may result

Will small, affordable personal electric vehicles become a substitute for shared modes - like

ride-sharing, scooters and mass transit?

Some think that low oil prices will kill

EVs, but maybe not so much

Some big cities implementing every-other-day access for ICE vehicles

Access to HOV & EV lanes to cut commute time still a big selling factor

Access and convenience as primary factors

Will a reflection on our pandemic lifestyle - of simple, local, basic, self-reliance,

connectedness and re-use - trigger a greater societal embrace of wide-scale sustainability?

EVs represent something Next & Better

EVs ensure cleaner air - that many of us

are appreciating

EVs add to the quietness - that many

of us are appreciating

Vehicle Access

1st Wave: digitizing legacy Dealership

& Online channel purchase models

Accelerating enhanced online capabilities - like more

detailed content, images and feature descriptions on-demand 360 walk-arounds

Enabling purchasing online

much of which is via mobile devices

Each brand has different requirements of dealers

web design, space design, EV

charging infrastructure and more

Dealer network brands compete with OEM brands

The future dealership will look / feel

different from today Facility requirements need to become experiential

Robust vehicle home delivery platform

Logistics of delivery and/or pick-up

Process and structure of remote test drive

The test drive is superceded by say a

5-day return policy

Return policy & period

Trade-ins site unseen

Delivery fees

All the while, vehicle margins are doing down, technology & digital infrastructure

and facilities costs are going up

Constraints on personal finances & lack of confidence in near-term U.S. economic

outlook are currently the biggest factors impacting consumer decisions to buy a vehicle

2nd Wave: Retailers into providers of mobility

services and personalized customer experience

Not just transactional (Sales, Service & Parts), but focused on

engagement and experiential value

A shift to sell mobility solutions first,

and vehicles second

Experiment now and learn for the future

Retail shift to focus on consumer mobility needs and values

How to support a customer with different

mobility needs throughout the week

Rent by the minute or by the mile

Via a customer network platform and/or ecosystem that

serves mobility needs of individuals and businesses

Extensible, flexible and increasing in capability

and customer value over time

Supporting new ownership models, subscription models, on-demand access,

usage-based charging, personalized services

Vehicle inventory at dealership (or)

remote lot (or) free floating

Post pandemic do the dealers still going to manage the

purchase experience (or) is direct-2-consumer going to

prove more desirable in the short-term?

Tesla and Rivian going direct-2-consumers

Buyers tolerance for any deceit, deceptive techniques or any

discomfort or uncertainty (at all) will be an at all-time low

Everything else in retail is becoming easier and more efficient, so why can't this?

On-demand / anytime / anywhere

Contact-less access, usage and return

Alibaba delivering keys via drones

Alibaba car vending machines (template business) already had momentum with 10+

OEMs, expect more models like this across the globe

The Future of Mobility

"The megatrend after smartphones will be mobility, and we will contribute to its evolution from the

perspective of safety, security and entertainment." Kenichiro Yoshida, Sony CEO

Public transportation, ride sharing plus the many newly defined methods of mobility currently seem less like

ways to solve urban congestion and more like way to contract a virus (that we cannot see nor detect).

Future consumer hesitations to use mass transportation

Buses, subways, commuter train, etc.

US subway, bus and train station use is down approx 70%

Commuter rails / trains are down 90%

Bicycle sales in US cities are up 50% - to both get outside and to avoid mass transit in the future

pre-virus, 5% of US urban commuters road their own bikes to work while 1% road shared bicycles from a service

Need strategies of how to ease fears?

Prototyping / Observing / Learning / Improving - as we

venture back out into the world

Maximum capacities / quotas and moving, standing and sitting markers coming

Moving from one place to another via mass transit will take longer

Creative new clothing design for commuters

Sleeves with anti-microbial fabrics for deflecting others and acting as

your own "worn" tissue

Gloves and facemask built-in to coat design

More hoodies with built-in face masks

36% of U.S. consumers say that they will not use Public Transportation (e.g., subway,

busses, trains) ever again in the future

Shifts in shared vehicle usage

Future of e-bikes in cities

Q: Is this the dominant (inner city) messenger & delivery bike of the future?

Spontaneous emergency bike lanes defined by cities / towns and appearing
to be the preferred choice over mass transit

Streets being widened and redesigned in Italian cities; NYC considering dedicated bike streets

Bikeshare services in US big cities is up 50%

Throttle-based electrical bicycles being legalized

Pre-virus, bikeshare services were successful due to subsidies from marketing partners and city funding

Future of e-scooter services

Bird & Lime have paused operations to consumers in

most markets & are laying-off large percentages of

employees

In some cities, scooters replaced mostly walking trips and did not reduce congestion; in other cities, surveys found that

30-50% e-scooter trips replaced automobile trips

"Lime Aid" offers free 30-minute scooter rides to public health workers and law enforcement officers in select cities

Will e-scooters return to cities - and will cities need to subsidize them for that to happen (due to financial challenges)?

Personally owned e-bike or scooter (sharing a designated lane)?

Is there a market for the more rugged hybrid e-scooter / e-bike?

And what about larger, Vespa-like,

sit-down e-scooters, like Revel?

Uber & Lyft

Uber expanding into grocery delivery

Uber has 70% fewer trips in large markets

13% of the U.S. current riders that they will not use Vehicle Sharing (Pool / Multiple Passengers) ever again in the

future; 44% have not used this service and will not use it in the future

12% of the U.S. current riders say that they will not use Vehicle Sharing (Private ride) ever again in the future; 41%

have not used it and will not use it in the future

13% of current U.S. (traditional) taxi riders plan to no longer use this service

Uber & Lyft partner with city of Miami to offer late-night services; to replace nightly public transit

Lyft expands into on-demand goods delivery - medicine, meals, groceries and more with partners

Recent Uber investment in Lime (scooters); Lime will take-over Jump, Uber's bike /

scooter sharing business

In the US, Uber requires both drivers and passengers to wear face coverings

Cabs in NYC or Vegas are "out-of_commission" for 24-hours if someone throws-up in them

"Sanitized" ride-sharing vehicles are available if booked 48 hours ahead (Hiyacar, London)

Autonomous Vehicles

Increased adoption & viability of Low-speed autonomous delivery robots

Postmates remote robot control staff provided

business-grade wired Internet connections so that they

can work (monitor / control robots) from home

AVs as safe medical transport tools

AV fleets (of GM, Aptiv) being redeployed to aid in food delivery

"It's been 100 years since (urban) transportation has been a for-profit business."

Pittsburgh Dept. of Mobility and Infrastructure Director, Karina Ricks. It doesn't look like all of this Venture Capital investment will change that.

People are driving / moving /

traveling significantly less

No need for "find parking" apps New spike in "crowd density" apps for public transit

Primary destination is the grocery store, not hotels or Airbnb

Prediction of no more 1-meeting travel trips

Pedestrians are now acting like cars / traffic as they stroll

Streets in Boston, Minneapolis, Oakland and elsewhere are now car-free zones to give way to pedestrians and cyclists

Anticipating a 30% reduction in trip of at least 1-night in the coming year 1/3 of those currently unemployed have jobs related to tourism

Truck transport vehicles are traveling at higher average speeds

Global Commercial Vehicle production projected to be down 22% in 2020

Significant imbalance of countries that are ramping-up production vs. others that are "shutting

down" production and movement to contend with the virus

In the longer term, there is little visibility to forecast, which will have a material impact on transportation and logistics this year. The

virus is now impacting the global supply chain, with a current estimate of 113 countries identified as reporting cases

Shippers need to evaluate options and model changes across modes of transportation,

considering interruptions, delays, and significant price increases.

Systems integration whenever possible (ERP, Transportation Management System (TMS), Warehouse

Management System (WMS)), along with predictive analytics/scenario modeling, is ideal.

Questions That Will Need Answers

Cognition & Rationale

Shifts (How we Think)

How will those that survived sickness or have antibodies be treated differently?

Is today a chance to reset some systems? like mobility / transport or healthcare / pharma or work / family balance

Are alternative models (of retail, work, movement) possible?

So many things that were once thought to be "impossible"

are now happening. Future expectations will shift

First question: "Is there a reason to do this in person (versus on-line)"?

Will less physical space for workers / teams / productivity be required?

Could "use once & dispose" become a more popular product attribute?

Emotions Evoked

(How we Feel)

Will all of these mindsets and behaviors disappear if a vaccine is realized and widely dispersed?

Will consumers believe that shared use sanitization methods work? Des ign Challenge: How to prove it - signals, indicators, validation, etc.?

How many video conference calls can we handle per day? It's serving a particular purpose and creating a greater appreciation and longing for what's missing

Will our collective digital lives (that we are largely living today) become a much more significant, reliable

and enduring component of our day-to-day lived lives?

What elements of our pandemic lifestyles - like supporting local, alternative exercise, rediscovering basics & new work + family

dynamics will persist?

Behavioral Change

(What we Do)

What will be the new dynamics of physical contact in public with those outside of your household

(i.e., hugs, handshakes) and/or providing assistance to others?

In public, how will we accommodate those citizens that are extremely cautious and

suspicious with those that are carefree and completely at ease?

What are the new rituals of sanitization and disinfection in our everyday lives? our person, shared space, home, vehicles, workplace, etc.

Will shared facilities work in some areas /

context but not in others?

Wil l shared public facilities and installations, li ke water fountains or more contemporary "water

bottle filling stations" be ignored in offices and airports?

Contact Tracing may have widespread adoption during pandemic, but will Apple & Google then

turn-it-off (or remind folks that they can opt-out and change settings)?

I t then becomes an infrastructure that is ready

to re-activate for the next crisis or pandemic

The same OSs will be used in smart watches,

cars, connected home products and more; will

al l of those that are portable have the same

beacon sensing capabili ties?

Wil l post-pandemic opt-in rates be so low that the platform is ineffective?

Primary Macro Questions

Shifts in social behavior that will shape the post-COVID world

Which previously "fringe" customer

behaviors will become mainstream?

by studying "weak signals" that are indicative of future mainstream behaviors

Like, we may all be hygiene kooks in the future

How will the virus lift barriers to adoption?

Instantly manufactured growth areas for existing offerings

Like, the future of automotive retail should be drastically different than it was pre-virus

What net-new behaviors are emerging that

represent new opportunities and threats?

What are the totally new emergent behaviors?

Like, will the desire to cover our whole bodies in public effect the future of fashion design?

What can the absence of things reveal about

what is most important to us?

Implementing breach or removal exercises

Imagine if we wake tomorrow, and there are no cars on the road - traffic is gone

Imagine if we wake tomorrow, and you cannot go within 6ft of another person?

Many will predict why and how the world will change as a result of this crisis, but detached and unbiased

observation of the resulting dynamics of individuals, families, communities and larger populations will be

most critical. We will observe how people shift their mindset (Think differently), what emotions are evoked

(Feel differently) and how they change their behaviors (Do things differently). These emerging patterns will

be recorded, analyzed and defined - and then shape our future products, services and systems. It is our

responsibility to develop a solid perspective on change and continuity in our industries. We need to plan

and act today if we are to best position our organizations to survive and thrive post pandemic.

The Future of Interaction

Virtual Interaction

CollaborationVR goggles

Participation in online conferences, webinars

Social activities

Almost any / every shared group event

happy hourssing-alongs

book clubs

virtual Cars & Coffee

Zumba class

Play dates

So many birthday parties

Shanghai China Disney reopened on 5/11 and gave us

a glimpse of the future. The lines for rides were short

plays, drunk monologuesthings done by professional actors

Organized & timed community celebrations

and acknowledgements

Neighborhood concerts from balconies across the world

7PM in NYC

What will be the non-pandemic equivalent that persists?

Online concerts & benefits

Travis Scott's "worldwide" concert tour on Fortnite

Fortnite's online store = $1.8 billion in revenue (2019)

Future business use of the

"digital third place"

Second Life was just a decade too early

Very popular virtual avatar influencers on Instagram

In-game virtual pop-up retail stores

Retailers as players / traders of virtual

turnips in Animal Crossing

Advertisers go where the eyeballs are

and right now that is in virtual games

New online news sources / networks emerging

SGNHamilton recreation

Government & Committee meetings; Congress goes Virtual

You never know when your business tool will

become a tool for everyone; 20X usage of Zoom

Shared model of tool + corporate enterprise integration
& enhancement (in the case of Zoom) is being retooled

Take the time to plug your security /

encryption wholes; pay now (or) pay later

How do we design a solution or system to rapidly register and

onboard millions of new customers?

Design for Extensibility, Flexibility

& Scaleability in platforms

Zoom's growth story outpaces Instagram and Fortnite

Virtual personal services thriveVirtual interior decorator business booming

Q: How many video conference calls can

we handle per day?

Video communication key; doing business via conference calls

Personal grooming and appearances have shifted with external

resources closed; will leave it at that for now

Admittedly, on week 5 some folks are burning-out; productivity

is getting difficult; distractions are many and emphasis may shift

to personal well-being (which is not a bad thing)

the lack of direct interaction with others is taking its toll

Q: Will all of these mindsets and behaviors disappear if a vaccine is realized and dispersed?

All things Security, Privacy, Encryption and Redundant (fail-safe) systems need to be considered

Delivery Ecosystems

Curb-side pick-up

of everything (Lowes / Macy's)

Restaurant delivery only / no dine-in
May have trouble scaling over time

OpenTable booking down 100% YoY

Food delivery apps have not spiked - maybe due to

saturation & rise of at-home food prep

Dogs, personal drones and remote controlled vehicles (toys) delivering goods to neighbors

robot (no human touch) preparation & delivery

Grocery & take-out delivery uptake

Instacart, Walmart Grocery, Target's Shipt record downloads + increased hiring

Autonomous delivery Robot vehicle pilots on the significant riseGroceries, Goods, Medical testing & more

No Touch Input

The No-touch user interface

Voice interaction

Gesture interaction

Touch-less activities

RFID & mobile payment

Walmart contact-less pick-up

"From our oven to your mouth without being touched"

pre-airport check-in + security

Popular Existing & Emerging Products

Kohler "intelligent" toilets and faucets with touchless operation and self-closing lids (selling-out)

Bluetooth touch-less (automatic) locks (selling-out)

use once & dispose
medical safety equipment right now

Q: could use once & dispose become a more popular product attribute?

The standard wearable collects 250K

data points / day

May soon detect and track infectious diseases

Fitbit + Scripps Translational Research institute + Stanford U.

School of Medicine

Wristband prompt for kids to wash their hands coming

Wrist bands that buzz when less than 6ft apart

First mentioned for Ford Motor Company employee

Now in pilots with EU port workers

No tracking of data - is this considered a "dumb" bracelet?

The built environment

Design Applied

More attention to the design of outdoor spaces - rooftops,

balconies, back-yard porches, etc.

the era of the "nook"

elimination of doors wherever possible

The Design Challenge: how will convenience and safety be maintained (maybe largely

via technology), while encouraging and supporting community, human interaction

and social connection?

Technology Applied

automatic doors

phone as room / car / house / office key

voice-activated elevators

Future Max Capacity of # of

people / not weight

self-cleaning bathrooms

hands-free light switches and temperature controls

Better air ventilation with decontaminate filters

tracking & alerting of occupants

the counting of people in a space

Soon to "read" details like how many

are wearing a mask

Geo-tracking of a geo-fenced work ID badge?

Foot traffic measurement tech on the rise

Free face masks, hand sanitizing products and personal

temperature taking - now thru the end of the year

"There is a realization that places are only worth the people in them." Emily Ulrich, Michigan Daily

Emerging Principles (of Individuals,

Communities, Societies, etc.)

Ourselves

This is a generation defining event of change in societal and consumer behavior

Conveniences are now Essentials

Like home food or grocery delivery

On-line learning

Productivity from home

Things now come to us When we want them and Where we want them

"We have seen two years' worth of digital transformation in two months." Satya Nadella, CEO of Microsoft

Nobody wants to touch anything

Q: Will people be hesitant to handshakes or to hugs?

Q: What about shared public facilities, like water fountains or more

contemporary "water bottle filling stations" in offices and airports?

Or do we each have out own self-cleaning exterior, germ

filtering interior designed bottles?

Seems like we could see an up-tick in owning, carrying

and re-using (and keeping sanitized) "our own" stuff

Learn from China's advancement of mobile payment with Alibaba's Alipay and

Tencent's WeChat Pay. Electronic payment & soon digital currency

Our general sense of "good (or maybe extreme) hygiene" moves from the fringe to

everyday practices by most

The current mandated isolation and sheltering-at-home (and

the economy being more or less shut down) are having other

significant detrimental 2ndary societal effects

The absence of our daily interaction causing

some to fall into despair

Domestic and child abuse, anxiety, suicide and

depression (of those coming to hospitals) are increasing

Some doctors saying that our current national level of fear is

not warranted or justified by the science

The opinion of medical professionals for the need of

increased COVID testing for our population is consistent

We have significant predictable negatives from the

economic shutdown - like increased homelessness

The degree of comorbidity (or the presence of another chronic

disease or condition) is not being well-enough reported

We are now realizing the greater importance

of personal contact and community

Increasing the time that we spend with those that we care about the most

People are "leaning into Local" - and forming a greater appreciation and interaction with all things close by

The positives and pitfalls of working in isolation are being felt first-hand

What will be the substitute of close interaction with friends & acquaintances?

The poor have always had that despair (via rent, bills,

medical, food) which has come more to light

"Social safety nets"

All health is public health

Any dense population location (sports event, concert, college / sports tailgates,

restaurants) will be considered dangerous

Will Zoom calls / video calls be the new "phone call"? And do I use my laptop before my phone?

Buildings may lose (malls, box stores, office building parks), but

outside public parks and beaches and lakes (aka Nature spots)

will always be in demand

Interaction with outdoors taking-on

enhanced meaning

Rediscovering the relief that the outdoors provides

Serving as the ultimate place to go and be together

Visits to trails and parks in the US are up 34% and 10%

People are rethinking their outdoor activities, reusing and

re-purposing their existing outdoor gear

Beaches were closed until folks learned the importance of social distancing

The Workplace

"If virtual working is successful, if we are in fact more productive, it's going to fundamentally

change the value proposition of shared workspaces." Lionel Ohayon, ICRAVE

Working from home may not be so bad

(for productivity & life-balance)

Maybe significantly easier for younger employees (with no families)

for whom it is like being "back in college" vs. young families

It appears that less physical space for workers /

teams / productivity be required?

Google, Facebook and other extending "work from home"

option until the end of 2020

The entire Twitter workforce goes permanently virtual

Being able to stay at home (and work) is a luxury

Variable pay-cuts and negotiated salaries; solicit feedback from

your employees (Empathy & EQ vs. mass layoffs)

Q: How will those that survived the virus or have

antibodies and are immune be treated differently?

Serology is a method used to identify evidence of immunity in someone

who has recovered from infection.

We don't know the strength of the immune response in mild cases

We don't know how long people remain immune from reinfection

Consideration for early return to work, serve high-risk roles on the front

line of health care system, & supporting community roles for those

quarantined

Will an ID card or a wearable or an app (as China is doing) be enough to

register our "condition", or will implants or tattoos (or something of

more permanence) be needed?

Some are saying that the brands with the most
consistent User Experience are winning in customer

usage and loyalty during the pandemic

Netflix, Walmart, Amazon, Microsoft, Cosco, Lowes, Google, Epic Games, Zoom

privacy, data collection and antitrust vs convenience, scale and bandwidth

Others like "everything Virgin" - leisure, travel, aviation, hotels,

cruises - are some of the hardest hit

Some saying that their is no science behind the occurrence that big

businesses are open and small businesses are not

The skills of observation and understanding of

mindsets and behaviors will be so critical to the future

The digital economy and the virtual world may have some harmful consequences

This understanding of the future will not be born of Engineering or Computer

Science or Economics, but instead by the Humanities and Social Sciences

Are we seeing the mass perpetuated fear of the unknown overruling science?

The golden age of the humanities could be ahead of us

Return to normal

equals What?

This "slow-down" should Not be considered negatively - as it is bringing to light so many things that are broken

Getting your temperature taken everywhere you go

Some countries are now defining the

phases (like US & Israel)

Yes to schools, work and structured spaces

No to concerts, large sporting events, conferences,

physical group work-outs

West Coast vs. East Coast of US with different plans?

Maybe remote learning, remote working and remote medical diagnosis are here to stay?

Traffic, commuting, work-outs, social interaction, vacation travel and family visits will all

return, but may be vastly different experiences for many months

Like flight capacities and always empty seat next to you

Like rethinking dense city traffic gridlock (post-pandemic) and
accommodating more bikes & scooters; see Paris

Public Policy

Contact Tracing: a virus containment method that
catalogs newly infected people and everyone that

they have been in recent contact with.

Your privacy may need to be forfeited for the greater good

Intended to map and slow the virus spread

Recently released as "exposure notification" to developers by Apple & Google

OS-level changes that allow users to

turn on Contact Tracing Settings

Tracks devices' contacts with other devices anonymously via Bluetooth

Support software to be released in May; and will need 60% of

adult population to download and activate to be effective

Anonymous device identifier beacons cast and captured between phones;

if diagnosed (+), then could notify 2-weeks of device interactions

Bluetooth reaches through walls / floors which could be an
issue; app will not use location data

82% of the US population has smartphones and it is projected

(via surveys) that 1/2 are willing to download the app

Can it be deduced: Who you are? Where you are? Where you go?

Who you interact with? Then begs the question of "Why?"

National phases of public-health strategy established

Phase I: Slow the Spread

Phase II: Reopen, State by State

Phase III: Establish Protection Then Lift All Restrictions

Phase IV: Rebuild Our Readiness for the Next Pandemic

These are extracted from "National Coronavirus Response" document
from 3/28/2020 for details; different from WHO Pandemic Phases

Existing conflict over who has authority to regulate the bio-physicalEPA, CDC, USDA, FDA

Economic & Business Basics

We assume that the (economic) rebound will

be quick; back to the "old normal"; that will

not be the case

The world  economy has come to a screeching halt

Our economic system is not organized to sustain such a (biological) "shock"

Significant coordination of trade & supply lines will be required to get more

than 38 million people their jobs back

The thread of micro-decisions and subsequent actions required could (will) last a very long time

Moving simultaneously will be very difficult to do

"We don't notice the presence of something until we notice its absence"

(aka the current state of global economics), Chris Canavan

The stock market is someone's

prediction of the future
The market has gyrated wildly everyday for the past few weeks

We are not thinking about "time & the future" in a logical way

Everything may not return to a constant state of equilibrium - as economists like to think about things

what is the future of a resilient

economic structure?

Metaphor of economics as a marble at the bottom of a

bowl that gets nudged, but always settles back

"the marble is way out of the bowl

and is wondering around on its own"

we need to pay more attention to the

details "of the bowl"

Each business

What is nice to have?

What do we need to have?

How do we do more with what we have?

Demonstrating that a product solves a problem is halfway there, and the other half is demonstrating that

the problem you're solving is, in actual fact, a problem.

What measures do I need to take to evolve?

Owners most likely will not re-open (gyms, movie theaters, restaurants) if they are

liable for employees contracting COVID-19

A chance to re-evaluate my value & supply chain

is it too long?

Where is the sweet spot between just-in-time and stockpiles?

Do I have a foreign reliance that is potentially completely out of my control?

The U.S. $4.3Trillion of monetary and fiscal stimulus = 124% of the Federal Gov't revenue in 2019

Digital transformation is now a business imperative

More cloud, more digital infrastructure, more analytics, more automation

Shift from "design to make" to "design to learn"

Digital channels are more flexible and faster to adapt to change than physical ones.

digital ecosystems
Analytics informed decision making

creating systems of systems

Realize the need to Build

Reboot the American Dream

Break the rapidly escalating price curves for housing , education and healthcare

Our fore(parents) built roads, trains, farms, factories, computers, microchips,

smartphones + so much more that we now take for granted

Need aggressive investment in new products, new industries, new factories, new

science - and big leaps forward

Where are the supersonic aircraft, the millions of delivery drones, the high-speed

trains, the soaring monorails, the hyperloops, the flying cars?

Look to the history of society's Crisis Reaction and Restoration

Stages:  Reveal / React --> Reflect / Re-evaluate --> Re Invent

Similar but different stage of: Respond -->

Reassess --> Adjust --> Adopt

This map is the capturing and organization of

elements from articles, conversations,

newsletters, newscasts and other media related

to COVID-19. The information was captured

through a lens of potential near-term effects

on the future of user experience (UX) strategy -

with some primary consideration of the future

the Automotive and Mobility industries. It

documents some early observations and may

be most useful in helping define the critical

questions that need answering. It represents a

limited set of sources and a point in time and

will continue to evolve.
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